A note for all GPSG Representatives: the first general assembly of this month is to help support research expenses incurred in connection with academic research, such as professional students at Indiana University-Bloomington. A flat award of $1,000 is given through a competitive process for graduate and special training, competitions and auditions that will benefit the student professionally. The GPSG Travel Award is offered through a competitive process for graduate and professional students. The applications for the GPSG Travel and Research awards are now open, available at our website. The deadline for applications is January 9th. 2023. We will be in touch with representatives with more information.

Next GPSG General Assembly: Tentatively January 20th

A note for any GPSG Representative, the first general assemblies of this month is Fall 2022 GPS Resolutions Recap

We are proud to present a recap of the resolutions passed by the GPSG last semester.

1. Resolution to Recognize the GEMC-U. The GPSG resolved that the Indiana Graduate Employees Organization is not an appropriate representation for graduate employees.
2. Resolution for Affordable Housing. GPSG calls on the administration to create a policy for securing and maintaining affordable housing for graduate employees. This off-campus housing with rent caps can be evaluate.

Fall 2022 GPSG Travel Awards

The GPSG Travel Awards are offered through a competitive process for graduate and professional students. The applications for the GPSG Travel and Research awards are now open, available at our website. The deadline for applications is January 9th. 2023. We will be in touch with representatives with more information.

Upcoming Events

CITL Webinars and Workshops

1. Spring Teaching Basics for New Instructors. Tuesdays, January 17th, 10:30 AM – 12:30 PM. This session is designed especially for instructors who are new or relatively new to classroom teaching. Participants will leave being able to explain some foundational classroom teaching. Participants will leave being able to explain some foundational
2. Spring Teaching in Higher Ed Podcast. February 2nd, 2023 at 3:30 PM. We will be in touch with representatives with more information.

CITL Announcements

At Orientation Facilitators Meeting on August 14th, 2022, we reviewed the new Orientation Facilitator job description, the responsibilities of the Orientation Peer Facilitator, and the new system of the CITL learning communities. We also discussed the importance of the CITL learning communities in facilitating a workshop at the Fall 2023 Associate Instructor Orientation. This learning community will end with you co-facilitating a workshop at the Fall 2023 Associate Instructor Orientation. This learning community is designed to help you prepare for, attend, and actively participate in learning community meetings (likely to happen twice per month). At Orientation Facilitators Meeting on August 14th, 2022, we reviewed the new Orientation Facilitator job description, the responsibilities of the Orientation Peer Facilitator, and the new system of the CITL learning communities. We also discussed the importance of the CITL learning communities in facilitating a workshop at the Fall 2023 Associate Instructor Orientation. This learning community will end with you co-facilitating a workshop at the Fall 2023 Associate Instructor Orientation. This learning community is designed to help you prepare for, attend, and actively participate in learning community meetings (likely to happen twice per month)."